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01 motion design reel : https://vimeo.com/147682499 : digital media II , time-based

top: puppet + photo narrative: inventing the lead character + purpose for thematic motion design by repurposing a functional object

bottom: title sequence + stop motion + data viz : explorations of video + kinetic typography combining digital and physical processes
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02 essay poster : digital media II, time-based

co-opting original design writing that’s based upon a defining aspect/experience of the student’s thematic coursework

These are few and far between and an absolute 
Godsend among a small arrogant group of  twenty
-something braggarts.  These come as the blaringly 
good guys that you’re hesitant about at first but then 
come through like the suave Fabio-like protagonist 
(halo of  golden light and all) in your most desperate 
hour. When your Exacto blade breaks trimming your 
final you won’t even have to ask for their help, they’ll 
simply offer it. Find them. Cling to them. Buy them 
food, and always return their goodness. 

This one is subtle. All of  a sudden, first semester, 
you’re assigned to a group project and this character 
slowly reveals their true self. Quietly, cautiously 
working into every conversation how “unsure” they 
are of  the “direction” but that they’ll do “whatever 
the team thinks is best”.  Everyone, including you,
will collectively roll their eyes and feel guilty but 
secretly wish they’d acquire a spine. 

Opinions are like assholes. Everyone has one. This 
doesn’t mean that everyone wants to see yours, I mean, 
hear yours. ALL. THE. TIME. This person will stick 
out like Donny Osmond at a Black Panthers meeting. 
The best defense is to not engage them and remain 
calm. These aggressors are looking to pick a fight 
because trust them, your opinion is wrong. 

It’ll only start to piss you off  when you realize they 
graduate with the same degree as you. “Seriously 
though… Why are you here? Do you even like art?”

The type of  person you will always try to be friends 
with! They’re so conceptual and make the rest of  you 
look like illiterate, suckling toddlers; you crave their 
approval during most class crits. Then you’ll have a 
realization. You’ll realize that you actually enjoy 
laughing at jokes about SpongeBob Squarepants and 
that taking yourself  too seriously may actually be a bad 
thing in your chosen industry.

Not only does every art class have these people, every 
art class needs these people. No matter how annoying 
they may be, after getting that project that took you 
months to put together persecuted… They’ll always be 
there with a, “They seemed a little harsh, I really like 
the Pantone you chose”, or sometimes even a, 
“That professor has a huge stick up his ass, your work 
looks amazing, don’t sweat it”. Do not under estimate 
the power of  positive words. 

Opinionated. Rude. Loud. Delusional. All wrapped 
into one person hiding behind a heap of  insecurities. 
You’ll start to loath this person from the moment the 
“comfort” flip switches in your class and everyone 
starts showing their true colors. But alas, after a while 
your contempt turns to pity for this individual. While 
you’re busy savoring learning about your passion this 
person wastes valuable time and effort belittling others. 
Your best defense is to kill them with kindness.

A one-trick pony version of  The Opinion About 
Everything, this martyr for Feminism, PETA, Black 
Lives Matter, LGBTQ, etc. will spend the entirety of  
your schooling trying to persuade for their movement 
like a door-to-door salesperson. Ultimately they usually 
make a one-dimensional portfolio that will land them a 
one-dimensional job. But, to each their own! 

            I am centered, I am 
        balancing on an edge 
              that resembles the fold 
        of  paper, but only an 
          illusion. I'm not even close         
   to bending, 
          
I  am a blurred, toxic
          aggravation. I am the           
cut   
          the loose tooth just barely         
 hanging on. 
          

 
          if it would make more           
  sense. Sometimes I              forget I have a job, 
           that I’m supposed to          
    be a functional              mechanism that 
`                    brings some 
                      

semblance of 
coherency 

to an idea. There’s a 
 strange momentum 

  where art begins 
    inside of the lines of 

  my body, copying and 
  pasting half formed 

fragments until a vision 
of a whole is projected 
into pixelated cadence. 

 
 It’s a weird 
want in the 
digital age. 

  We’re all attached, turned on and plugged in, 
   

 

I even tried to get self help 
today but nobody showed up.

fucking our computers in every orifice possible.
  

  Each symbol punctuating an idea or an infinite variation. 

  How the essence of communication between active brains has 

  been left to signs and semiotics how we have lost the 
  ability to tell stories, but there are modes and channels 
  we travel by, each one a unique conduit into a future tense: 
    the 

  Into the apparition we’ve watched arriving for seconds or 
 centuries, eventually it envelopes us entirely.
 We wont feel the the weight of a pencil, or remember how to feel 
 the arch of a line turning circles in space;

new nostalgia made old in the LCD, 
retaining information of some rule 
no one can even read or remember. 

“We were going to hire a photographer, but he wanted to charge us 300 dollars. 

Yeah right, buddy. Good luck with that.” Creative services are always being sought 

after; these are the individuals who make the w o r l d  m o r e  i n t e r -

e s t i n g .  A m o n g s t  t h e  t a l e n t e d  a r e  

S i m p l y  s e a r c h i n g  “ L o g o  d e s i g n ”  w i l l  b r i n g  u p  a d s  s u c h  

a s ,  $ 7 5  C u s t o m  L o g o  D e s i g n s ,  $ 4 5  L o g o  D e s i g n  in 24Hrs, 

Create a Logo Design in Minutes, Free Online Logo Design, and Logo Design 

*SALE* $49. Most of them followed by, All work done by Award Winning Designers. 

100% Money Back; If you dig even deeper, you’ll start to see budding “designers” 

offering their services for a whopping 15 dollars—yes, FIFTEEN dollars. With prices like these, why would anyone pay a dime more? 

[Uneducated] People grow accustomed to seeing these prices. That[Uneducated] People grow accustomed to seeing these prices. That’s why it comes 

as a shock when they find out how much a proper designer charges.

AA year ago, if someone had come to me with 50 dollars to make a them a logo, my knee jerk reaction would be to 

say yes—I mean, money is money right? A true statement, yes; a good      model, 

no. Unless you think you are worth pocket change, it is imperative that you stand 

your ground. Simply put, you can’t go to a Ferrari dealership with $1,500 and expect 

to drive anything off the lot. If they can’t afford you, it’s their problem; you are the 

Ferrari dealership. Send them on their way to the nearest Daewoo. 

Sound a bit harsh? It isn’t. Sound a bit harsh? It isn’t. We need to remedy this ignorance by way of educating 

the public. It is a seemi n g l y  i m p o s s i b l e  t a s k  i n  a  s o c i e t y  t h a t  

i s  a l w a y s  s e e k i n g  t h e  b i g g e s t  b a n g  f o r  t h e i r  b u c k .  

T h e y  n e e d  t o  u n derstand that design isn’t a matter of just pushing a couple 

buttons in Photoshop. With all the time and resources invested into each project, we should have no problem defending our price; and if the client doesn’t under-

stand, you’re better off—they would have sucked to work with.

I’m almost tempted to take a client’s small check and hit up one of those “Free Logo design in Minutes”; give them 

what they payed f o r — b e s i d e s ,  I  h e a r  t h e y ’ r e  m a d e  b y  A w a r d  

w i n n i n g  d e s i g n e r s .

Click to enter title
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03 action/object + initially workshops : type I

exercises promoting text as meaningful graphic form
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04 type sample books + posters : type I 

tackling two different mediums/scales with assigned typefaces

sans serif

a degradation of culture

controversial

digital

1989

MoMA

Emigre

News Gothic is great for print and publication, 

commonly used in articles in magazines and 

Newspapers. It was designed as a ‘Realist’ typeface 

but is separated from the standard Realist style 

with its organic shapes. It fol lows the grotesque 

model but differs from it with a two story  

lowercase ‘a’ and ‘g’.
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05 original typeface : type II, lettering, computer graphics

.otf + type sample poster; paired with journal redesign assignment (following slide)

            

          1 234 5 6 7 89 0

             QWERTYUOP

              ASDFGHJKL

                 ZXCVBNM

               ! ?@$&();:."
Tonight,  we   will    be   par    taking      of  a      liquid   repast     as we      wind     our    way   up the   Golden    Mile. 

Commencing     with   an inaugural   tankard  in   The   First   Post, then   on to   The    Old    Familiar, The    

Famous   Cock, The   Cross   Hands, The    Good   Companions, The   T rusty     Servant,   The Two    Headed   

Dog, The    Mermaid, The    Beehive, The    King's   Head,  and  The    Hole    in    the    Wall     for    a       measure    

of    the     same, all    before     the last     bitter    sweet    pint    in    that    most     fateful   terminus,  The   

World's   End.   Leave    a      light    on     good lady,   for     though     we    may     return      with    a   twinkle    in 

our   eyes,   we   will   be   in   truth    blind   drunk !
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“all men are created equal” 
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The Velvet Bats  Cry

BEZIER FOUNDRY
DESIGNED BY JENNIFER RINGHOF
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06 research journal : computer graphics

comprehensive system : all-original topic + writing + photography + illustrations + (type-able) typeface + layout + identity
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07 ny times illustration : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

10-step values with india ink washes
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08 2-3D : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

collaborative assignment that blends 2D elements in 3D space
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09 readability : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

playing with interchanging text and image relationships
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10 alternative printmaking workshop : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

lo-fi multiples made with cardboard forms for plates; understanding positive/negative space using 3 layers
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11 suicide-stencil patterns : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

2-color spray painted patterns tiled and tesselated with square forms
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12 grafted icons + brand book : concepts & practices I, 2D foundations

10 symbols developed through forced connections + built into patterns + showcased in booklets
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13 design foundations thesis : concepts & practices II

students are given ample time and space to explore new mediums and research topics of self-interest in ten pieces
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14 kit of parts branding : graphic design I

articulating a flexible, coherent visual vocabulary through non-logo identity systems

referencing Zippo’s iconic and groundbreaking windguard, these 8 circles in this specific 
pattern make up the new identity for Zippo.

though this 8-circle example is central and most important, more or less circles can be 
introduced, as long as they follow the staggered pattern. different colors can be applied 
when necessary. the staggered pattern can also be applied to different shapes as seen fit.  

the idea

the rules

the lighters

the 4 distinct sections of Zippo’s lighter 
manufacturing sector are distinguished by 
different iterations of the basic dot-grid. 
because the original windproof lighter gave 
birth to the company, and is the most 
popular product, it uses the overarching 
8-dot logo.

windproof the “Blu” product line. utility candle

pens watches the “outdoors” branch the “accessories” branch the “supplies” branch 

All Levels
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15 calling cards : graphic design I

personal totems developed from original character profiles
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16 zine : graphic design I

alternative lo-fi brand books utilizing kit of parts identity systems and original articles
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right: public instrument by Mallory Moyer won $1000 research grant from The Awesome Foundation

17 mail art + playfulable public instrument + invent a medium exercises : interactive foundation

understanding the difficulty/disconnect in designing usable, engaging human correspondence/interfaces with physical means 
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18 undeus ex machina, vol 1+2+3, semester-long project : media workshop

collaboratively-produced handbook whereby students research/evaluate american culture through parody and the lens of graphic design 

YOU BREAK IT, YOU BUY IT
THE AMERICAN STORY

USF Graphic Design Class 2015

above: won merit award, AIGA Blue Ridge Flux 2014
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19 cyanotype + silkscreen + transfers : printmaking

experimentation with alternative processes using physically fabricated/collaged film
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20 theme/prompt = interactivity vs connectivity : senior thesis  

four responses: invader (video game), ubond (app), word (illuminated manuscript), and the auto complete project (data viz)

Welcome to the 
invasion team .

You have been chosen per your career and lifestyles.

Many of you have 
shitty jobs and  

live alone.

PROJECT:
EARTH MACHINE

To the right is the completed 

machine including all the 

constructed parts. 

Your part of the machine 

is to collect at least 100 

material from each planet.  

Once 100 is gathered, the 

scientists on your ship will 

be able to build a machine 

part, as seen below. 

You will be notified when you 

reach 100. 

Operating your equipment

In order to effectively gather material at a quick pace, 

your gear operates via key commands.

Movement  ←→ Using ladders  ↓↑

Whip Attack  X Throw gravity bomb  C

What am I 

doing with 

my life?

Obviously nothing, since you are asking 

Google this.

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter is being sent to you as a courtesy in order to inform you of some noteworthy 
stastical information. This information was gathered in conjunction with a case study 
regarding the Google autocomplete function. As part of the parameters by which data was 
compiled for this study singular letters, basic questioning pronouns, and basic questioning 
pronouns plus modal auxillary verbs were ran through the Google autocomplete feature. 

So as to allow for the most accurate results, the queries were done under controlled 
parameters so that the data reflected on the United States as a whole. Using the system 
described above for collecting the information over 500 queries were cataloged and then 
quantified through a series of correlational studies. The 4 most common results were 
accounted for with each query. These results represent Google search queries that are 
most popularly typed throughout the United States.

Some of the more alarming results were selected and then run against a new system 
whereby correlations were made as to which state most predominantly made that 
particular query. These results are now being provided to the Senators of each respective 
state. In the case of this letter the following results were found and have been provided 
below for you. 

The state of California has the highest number of hits for the inquiry of: 

“What am I doing with my life?” 

We hope you may find this piece of information helpful in your efforts to be an effective 
state representative at the Federal level. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Signed, 

The Autocomplete Project
www.autocompleteproject.com

Senator Barbara Boxer
112 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington D.C. 20510

THE

COMPLETE 

PROJECT


